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iPhone and Green Cleaner Kit: Breakthrough Products that Each Combine Three Amazing
Reasons to Buy

iPhone is a mobile phone, widescreen iPod, and internet device all in one. Green Cleaner Kit is an
amazingly safe, economical, and time-saving household cleaning kit in a box.

May 9, 2007 - PRLog -- Duncansville, PA, May 9, 2007-- Breakthrough products are thrilling.  Excitement
is building for the new iPhone which is a unique new mobile phone with features that will impress even the
most technology saavy individual.  Equally impressive is the performance of the tiny instrument as a
widescreen iPod complete with touch controls.  Another bonus of the iPhone is the breakthrough property
of an internet communication device with desk-top class email. 

Green Cleaner Kit, located at http://EarthDayCleanEveryday.com, has collected some recognition and
passion of its own.  In a time where more people are searching for safer, healthier products to bring in to
their homes, this unique and very effective, complete house cleaning product found its way to the Oprah
Show where it was highly recommended by Oprah herself.  Green Cleaner Kit is the answer to any
household cleaning job, kitchen mess, and laundry challenge; and it saves people time and money while
making their home healthier.

People are very busy.  They need effective, time-saving tools to manage their lives.  The functionality
attributes of the iPhone are drawing droves of people to it.  Having the tools you need in one small device
that operates with ease is highly desirable for active lifestyles.  Likewise, the Green Cleaner Kit touts the
resourcefulness of the individual products to accomplish sparkling clean results in a safe and
very-easy-to-use product line.  Spring cleaning has a new partner in town that raises this annual (usually
dreaded) task to a completely new desirable level, with products that require less time to clean better.

Just as iPhone offers the solution to the equipment needs of its customers by providing the individual
features people require for communication and even enjoyment, the Green Cleaner Kit provides the unique
tools one needs to safely, effectively, and quickly make their home clean and healthy.  Not to be ignored is
the enjoyment factor of both products.  It would be hard to argue that a brand new gadget is not fun to use,
and the iPhone will not disappoint.  The Green Cleaner Kit has generated some exciting moments if its
own, with enthusiastic folks spreading the word of amazing results, creative testimonies and houses that
shine.

iPhones may answer some of the issues people currently have with alternate choices.  Poor browsing, small
screens, lack of touch screens, and unfriendly interfaces are current options that folks struggle with as they
use other devices.  Similarly, Green Cleaner Kits address the undesired results that come along with
harmful chemicals and toxins in other brands of household cleaning products.  Allergies, asthma, other
respiratory illnesses, reproductive disorders, and serious diseases including cancer, have been linked to
these harmful chemicals and toxins.  These health concerns are not associated with Green Cleaner Kit
products because they are safe, natural, environmentally friendly and tested to perform as well or better
than popular major brands.

Breakthrough products answer needs.  IPhones most definitely will be a staple in many pockets and
handbags, at least until the next new widget is introduced.  Green Cleaner Kit has breakthrough
solution-oriented power, plus a 50 year old company behind the product for integrity, efficacy, safety and
quality confirmation.  To learn more about iPhones you can simply google the name.  To learn more about
the Green Cleaner Kit, one must look a bit more exclusively.  Complete product information, and contact
information can be found at http://EarthDayCleanEveryday.com, by contacting Vicki Zerbee at
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vicki@yourhealthwebsite.net, or by phone at 814-931-8041.

Website: EarthDayCleanEveryday.com

--- End ---
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